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Abstract Resource access control protocol is a set of rules that govern when and under what conditions each request for resource is granted and how jobs requiring resources are scheduled .In this paper we will define such access control protocol which we termed as Sigma-f protocol. Sigma-f protocol is based on two parameters which describes its operation. This protocol significantly reduces the response time and blocking time among the jobs which requested for a resource in order to execute.
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1. Introduction The Real Time Systems that are subject to a real time constraint e.g – operational deadlines from event to system response. In this each unit of work that is scheduled and executed by the system a ‘job’ and a set of related jobs which jointly provide some system function a ‘task’. A job executes or is executed by the operating system and every job executes on some resources. We divide all the system resources into two major types: processors and resources. By resources, we will specifically mean passive resources, examples of resources are memory, mutexes, database locks etc. A job may need some resources in addition to the processor in order to make progress. For example, computation job may share data with other computations, and the data may be guarded by semaphore. We model (the lock of) each semaphore as a resource. When a job wants to access the shared data guarded by a semaphore R, it must first lock the semaphore, and then it enters the critical section of the code where it Shahid Iqbal,IJRIT
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accesses the shared data. So in this case, we say that the job requires the resource R for the duration of this critical section. We will use letter R to denote resources and J to denote jobs. The resources which we will mention are reusable, because they are not consumed during use. A Resource may be shared either serially or mutually exclusive manner whose unit of resource may vary from one to infinite. A resource that has an infinite number of units has no effect on the timing behavior of any job since every job can have the resource at any time. We continue to focus on the case where the system contains only one processor, in addition, the system also contains ‘n’ types of reusable resource.



2. Explanation This protocol makes two key assumptions: 1. 2.



The assigned priorities of all jobs are fixed. The resource required by all jobs is known priori before the execution of any job begins.



In this protocol, the symbol used for showing the execution pattern of a job (Jn) as [ [L][R:M][N] ] which means the nth job (Jn) first execute its ‘ L’ time unit without usage of any resource then execution of ‘M’ time unit with usage of resource ‘R’ and then execution of ‘N’ time unit without usage of any resource. So the total execution time for the job (Jn) will be (L+M+N) time unit. A job can execute by using any combination of above i.e with or without usage of resource, but we will focus on the execution of job with the usage of resources. So we will use this symbol for showing execution pattern of jobs in rest of our paper.



3. Definition of Sigma-f Protocol To define the protocol, we need two additional terms. This protocol makes use of a parameter called σi (sigma-i) and σf (sigma-f).The σi is used to assign some values corresponding to each jobs. The assignment is based on execution time unit of job with the usage of resource. Larger the execution time unit of job with the usage of resource , higher will be σi priority(will assign low integer value).If two or more jobs uses the same execution time unit with the usage of resource, then it will assign higher priority(low integer value) to that job whose release time is earlier. The second parameter σf takes two parameters .One is priority of each job (ᴨ-i) and priority of sigma-i(σi). This σf calculates value by multiplying the (ᴨ-i ) and (σi ) values i.e σf = (ᴨ-i ) x (σi ) and this decides which job will first schedule. Lower will be the σf value, higher will be its priority to schedule.



3.1 Scheduling Rule We now define the sigma-f protocol for the case when there is only 1 unit of every resource. 1. 2.



3.



The scheduling rule depends on the σf value. Schedule that job first whose σf value is least (lower integer) and then next job whose σf value greater than previous one and so on until all jobs get scheduled. Only those higher priority jobs will be executed during the CPU idle time whose execution pattern consists of execution time unit without usage of resource and it may be further preempted by the job depending on the σf value. If there exist tie in the σf value, then tie will be broken by earlier availability of higher priority job.



3.2 Allocation Rule 1. 2.



When a job J requests a resource R at time t .If R is free, R is allocated to job J until J releases R. Once resource R is allocated to job J, no other job J’ can preempt J.
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4. Example Consideration Table 1 and Fig 1 shows the example of the Sigma-f protocol in which table 1 shows the execution pattern of five jobs and it calculates two parameters (sigma-i and sigma-f) based on the release time, priority of jobs and execution pattern. After calculating these two parameters, fig 1 shows the scheduling diagram for these five jobs. In fig 1 , the shaded region with X and Y shows the execution of jobs with the usage of resource X and Y respectively while the blank shaded region shows the execution of jobs without usage of any resources. Table.1 Shows the different parameters of jobs & calculated Sigma-i and Sigma-f values Jobs



Release time



Execution time



Priority (ᴨ-i )



Execution pattern



Sigma-i ( σi )



Sigma-f ( σf )



J1



7



3



1



[[1][X:1][1]]
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J2
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4



3



[[1][X:2][1]]



3
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4



4



[[1][Y:2][1]]



2



8



J5



0



6
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[[1][X:4][1]]



1
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J1



X



J2
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J3



X X



J4 J5



Y Y X



0 1 2



X



X 3 4



X 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20



Fig.1 Shows the scheduling based on table.1



5. Conclusion This Sigma-f access control protocol helps in reducing the response time and blocking time among the jobs. This protocol effectively suitable for systems in which jobs have soft deadlines i.e for soft real time system applications. It is found that this protocol is better than one of the existing access control protocol especially in terms of complexity of implementation and blocking factor.
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